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Life expectancy at birth
Sources: Dublin, L.I., and Lotka, A.J. Length of Life, and 

National Center for Health Statistics. “Health, United States, 2018.” 

Longer Lives
 One of Humankind’s Greatest Achievements!
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A 60-year old male today can expect to live to age 85

FOCUS ON REMAINING LIFE EXPECTANCY

to age 88A 60-year old female today can expect to live

Media’s prediction: 81

Media’s prediction: 76



LONGEVITY IN THE NEWS



None of the men in my family 

lived past age 75.



My neighbor’s 97-year-

old aunt ran out of 

money and had to move 

in with her. The aunt 

didn’t think she’d live 

that long.



My mother died of 

cancer at age 54. Enjoy it 

while you can. You just 

never know how long 

you’ll live.



What’s more important to your health and longevity?

1. Your genes

2. Your lifestyle decisions



“For all but the most strongly determined genetic 
diseases … MacArthur Studies show that the 
environment and lifestyle have a powerful impact on the 
likelihood of actually developing the disorder. This is 
wonderful news for individuals with strong family 
histories of some cancers, heart disease, hypertension, 
rheumatoid arthritis, and many other conditions. We 
now know that diet, exercise, and even medications may 
delay, or completely eliminate, the emergence of the 
disease.”

- From Successful Aging, by John W. Rowe, MD and 
Robert L. Kahn, PhD



What’s Your Remaining 
Life Expectancy?

Some good websites:

• www.longevityillustrator.org/

• www.livingto100.com

• www.bluezones.com

Life expectancy at birth is the wrong life 
expectancy for planning your retirement!



If we knew we would live 

this long, we would have 

planned better.







A big planning 
challenge 



Would you 
accept a 
retirement job 
paying $500 to 
$1,000 per hour?



Define your retirement



20th century definition

“Permanent holiday”



20th century 
definition

“Not working”



21st century 
definition

“To live well as long 
as you can”



21st century 
definition

“To live well as 
long as you can”

Physically fit

Financially secure

Mentally sharp

Engaged with life



21st century 
definition

“To live well as 
long as you can”

Physically fit

Financially secure

Mentally sharp

Engaged with life

Be a good ancestor



1. When and how to retire
2. When to start Social Security
3. Build your retirement income portfolio with savings 

and pensions (if applicable)
4. Make smart choices for medical insurance and 

Medicare
5. Which living expenses to reduce
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Most Important Financial Decisions
The Top 5



Top 10 Financial Decisions

1. When and how to retire
2. When to start Social Security
3. Build your retirement 

income portfolio with 
savings and pensions (if 
applicable)

4. Make smart choices for 
medical insurance and 
Medicare

5. Which living expenses to 
reduce

6. Whether to deploy home equity
7. Protect against long-term care 

expenses
8. Protect against financial fraud 

and abuse
9. Provide for your spouse/partner 

after you’re gone
10. Plan your financial legacy



Manage the 
common-sense formula

I > E
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Critical Decisions:
Deploying Savings in 
Retirement to 
Generate Income

• Methods
• Social Security 

bridge strategy
• Invest and draw 

down (systematic 
withdrawals),

• buy annuity, or
• combination?
 

• Asset allocation



Best Practice 
Drawdown 

Plan
• Adjust annual withdrawal 

to reflect investment 
performance

• Recommended method: 
Apply payout rate to 
remaining assets each 
year



Payout rates

• Investment income only
• Conservative: 3% of 

remaining assets
• IRS required minimum 

distribution (life 
expectancy method)
• Middle of road: 4% to 5%
• Aggressive: 6% or higher



Meet Mark and Judith

• Both age 60  

• Both work, household income: 
$200,000/year 

• Retirement savings: $1,000,000

• Can they retire at 62, 65, or 70?



Baseline Retirement Scenarios
for Mark and Judith

1. Work FT to age 62, immediately start SS and drawdown

2. Work PT from age 60 to 65, then start SS and drawdown

3. Work FT from age 60 to 65, then start SS and drawdown 

4. Work PT from age 60 to 70, then start SS and drawdown

5. Work full-time from age 60 to 70, then start SS and drawdown

Baseline strategy to generate income from savings: withdrawal payout 
rates using methodology from IRS required minimum distribution



$73,803

$93,529

$125,657

$88,761

Social Security Drawdown

Comparing Baseline Scenarios: When to Retire?
Mark and Judith’s Total Annual Retirement Income

Social Security Drawdown $137,621



Work Longer or Reduce Spending in Retirement?
Mark and Judith’s Replacement Ratios

Combined Social Security and Draw from Savings

37%

47%

63%

44%

69%

Conventional retirement income “replacement” targets



Levers

• Work longer  

• Reduce spending

• Explore alternative strategies to 
increase retirement income

• Deploy home equity



$73,803

$93,529

$125,657

$88,761

Social Security Drawdown

Comparing Baseline Scenarios: When to Retire?
Mark and Judith’s Total Annual Retirement Income

Social Security Drawdown $137,621



Example of alternative 
strategies to increase 
retirement income for 
retirement at age 65
• Baseline: Start Social Security when 

retire at age 65, use IRS RMD 
methodology to determine withdrawal 
rates (2.95% at age 65)
• Social Security bridge strategy (use 

savings to delay starting SS for Mark 
until age 70, still retire at age 65)
• SS bridge and use 4% withdrawal rate 

for remaining savings instead of 2.95%
• Buy a fixed annuity with remaining 

savings



Alternative Strategies Can 
Increase Retirement Income…

$93,529

$102,175

$113,301

Social Security Drawdown $140,849



… And Increase Risk-Protected Income

58%

63%

69%

Risk-protected

At risk

At risk

Risk-protected

Risk-protected

Risk-protected

Mostly risk-protected

At risk

100%

Portion that’s 
risk-protected



Shift from asset allocation to 
retirement income allocation



The Spend Safely in Retirement Strategy
Guaranteed retirement 

paychecks for needs
Variable retirement paychecks for 

wants

Social Security
Pensions
Annuities 

Invest and withdraw from savings
Work



Most of the time, but not always, 
you’ll build higher assets

 and receive more retirement income
 by investing in stocks
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Stock Market ‘Double-Double’
Annual Stock Market Returns Since 1926

% return S&P 500 including dividends

2023
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What would be the change in their total income if Mark and Judith 
invested 100% of their remaining savings in stocks and the stock 

market lost 20% after implementing their plan?

8.3% loss

7.5% loss

6.2% loss

Starting amount --   no investment losses
Stock market loses 20%

No Loss in income



What would be the change in their total income if Mark and Judith 
invested 100% of their remaining savings in stocks and the stock 

market gains 20% after implementing their plan?

8.3% gain

7.5% gain

6.1% gain

Starting amount --   no investment losses
Stock market gains 20%

No Gain in income



Most of the time, but not always, 
you’ll build higher assets

 and receive more retirement income
 by investing in stocks
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Personalizing the 
Strategy 

• Travel fun bucket

• Mortgage payment bucket

• Working for awhile
• Adjustments for poor health

• Helping adult children or 
gifts to charity



Manage the 
common-sense formula

I > E
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Ways to continue 
earning

• Current job
• Bridge job
• Encore career
• Gigs
• Start a business





What does advance financial planning entail?

Select a trusted 
financial 
advocate

Get finances 
in order

Start an open 
conversation

Share what 
matters most 

about your 
money needs

Make it official 
by getting a 

POA

Plan to transition 
money 

management 
responsibilities



Build Your Life Portfolio

When?



What’s the Secret?



My mother died of 

cancer at age 54. Enjoy it 

while you can. You just 

never know how long 

you’ll live.

Homework: What are the stories about 

retirement and longevity that you believe?



Homework:
Ask thought-
provoking 
questions 



Homework:
Ask more thought-
provoking 
questions 



Don’t make these 
mistakes!
• Winging it

• Not understanding consequences of:
• Retiring early
• Starting Social Security early

• Not developing a careful draw-down 
and investment plan

• Overlooking the importance of lifestyle 
decisions
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